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Abstract
It is found that the field of the combined mode of the probe wave and the phase-coltjugate
wave in the process of non-degenerate four-wave mixing exhibits higher-order squeezing to
an even orders. And the generalized uncertainty relations hl this process are also presented.
With the development of techniques for making higher-order correlation measurement in quan-
tum optics, the new concept of higher-order squeezing of the single-mode quantum electro-
magnetic field was first introduced and applied to several processes by Hong and Mandel in
19851,2. Lately Xi-zen$ Li and Ying Shah have calculated the higher-order squeezing in the
process of degenerate four-wave mixing s and presented the higher-order uncertainty relations
of the fields in single-mode squeezed states 4. As a natural generalization of Hong and Mandel's
work, we introduced the theory of higher-order squeezing of the quantum fields in two-mode
squeezed states in 1993. In this paper we study for the first time the higher-order squeezing
of the quantum field and the generalized uncertainty relations in non-degenerate four-wave
mixing (NDPWM) by means of the above theory.
1 Definition of higher-order squeezing of two mode quan-
tum fields
The real two mode output field E can be decomposed into two quadrature components E1 and
E2, which are canonical conjugates
F2= F.,co,(nt - _) + F.,,_.(_t - ¢_), (I)
[Ez,E,] = 2iCo. (2)
Then the field is squeezed to the Nth-order in EI(N = 1,2, 3,...) if there exists a phase angle
such that < (A_z)N > is smaller than its value in a completely two-mode coherent state of
the field, viz.,
< (I_j_I)N > < <_ (_,EI)N >two-rood. coh... (3)
This is the definition of higher-order squeezing of two mode quantum fields.
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2 Scheme for generation of higher-order squeezing via
NDFWM
The scheme is shown in the following figure:
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FIG. 1. Schematic for generation of higher-order squeezing via
NDFWM. MI, Ms, M, are mirrors, BS is the 50%-60% beam splitter
Where two strong, classical pump waves of complex amplitude (vz ---- Iv,{_;"and v, - Iv,le'_)
with the same frequency _ are incident on a nonlinear crystal possessing a third-order (X _*))
nonlineariW. The length of the medium is L. &4 is the annihilation operator of the transmitted
-probe wave with frequency _:4, as is the annihilation operator of the phase-conjugate "wave
with frequency _,, and
f_= _'+_
2 (4)
The effective Hamiltonian of this interaction system has the form of
= h_,a;_a,+ h_,a,+a,+ h_0(v,_,_;_,+_-"_' + lz.c) (_)
where go is the coupling const, t is the time propagation of light in NL crystad.
By solving the Heisenberg Equation of motion we get the output mode
_,(t) = [p&s(L) + v_+(0)]e -;_*, (z = L - ct for _,) (6)
a,(t)=[pa,(0)+L,&s+(L)le -'_''', (z=ct for (_,) (7)
where
p = 0ec{klL,
v = -ie'(e'+l')ta,,[k{L,
Ikl =
C
(s)
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3 Combined mode and its quadrature components
It call be verified that the field of either ds(0) or &4(L) mode does not exhibit higher-order
squeezing.
We consider the field of the combined mode of &,(t) and &,(t)
A
E(,)
,_-_a4(t)+ (If.C)= v-_a'ttJ-
• _
= V/_5_tat(0-,_f_._,,,,(t) + (H.c) (9)
where
At = , A4 = (10)
and -i denotes the phase delay. The units are chosen so that h = e = 1.
/_(t) can be decomposed into two quadrature components E_ and/_2, which are canonical
conjugates
.E(t) = .E,co,,(ru- _) + .E,,_,(r_t - ,_), (11)
where
f_ _ w, + 04
2 '
and ¢ is am arbitrary phase angle that may be chosen at will.
.E, can be expressed in term of initial modes at(L) and &4(0),
(12)
,^+
.E, = ght(L) + h&,(O) + g a t (L) + h'&_(O), (13)
where
f_
g = V_[AslJe-i# + _4v*ci(4'+_/3)]C ia,
h = "/_fA "c-i(#+'rl_)) + Atv'ci#]e -i''V_L ,,"
(14)
(15)
(16)
is the modulation frequency.
Now we define
B = 9a,(L) +ha,(0), (17)
then
where B + is the adjoint of/).
/}+ = g'a,+(L)+h'a_(O),
.E, = B + B+,
(18)
(19)
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4
-order squeezing
By using the @ampbeil-Baker-H&usdorff formula, we get the Nth-order moment of A/_l,
_N___tl_ -N{",Ic._,< (ag,) _ > = <:: (aE,) M::> + . (Co) <:: (_k,) _-' ::> _-_-. _ 0,
<:: (aE_)'_-' ::>
+... + (N - x):lC0"/'. (N i, wen)
Higher-order noise moment < (A/_I)N > and higher
(20)
where
1
N(,I
= _(N - 1)... (_v- ,.+ x), Co= _ilE,,g,I = [B,B÷I, (21)g
mad :: :: denotes normal ordering with respect to B and/_÷.
We take the initial quantum state to be la >4 10 >,, which is a product of the coherent state
la >4 for a4(0) mode and the v_euum state for as(L) mode. Since I_ >4 10 >, is the eigenstate
of _, we get
<:: (t_,) - ::>
Then from (20),
= <:: (a_ + a/_+)N ::>
, < 0l,i < a t :: (AB+)'_IAB) _-'I :: la >, l0 >,= 0.
(22)
< (ag,)" >= (N- 1)!:C0_/', (23}
where
Co - [_',_+1= I_1'+ Ihl',
fl
- _{(x; + ,q)(It,l' + I,'1')+ 2x,,_,lt,'v'e;_"+_l+ _,_,e-:"÷+_l}.
Substituting eqs.
< (_E,)N > =
x! + _,' = 2, _'_' = _i_
(8), (10), (24) into {23), we get the Nth-order moment of AE,,
(N - l)!!_N/2[seeslklL + tan_lkl L
m
If _ is chosen to satisfy
2¢- Oi- Os = O, " or
then the above eq. (25) leads to the result
< (A_)_ > =
2_1 - _---i,eelklLtanlklLeos(2_ - Ot - 8,)] N/'.
co,(2_ - Ot - 02) = 1,
(_ - X)!!_zN/=Ise:I_IL + ta.=l_lL
2_fl _:
- _,_d_[U..l_IL]"/'.
(24)
(2S)
(2_)
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When 0 < IklL < n, the right-hand side is less than (N-l)!!fl N/2, which is the corresponding
Nth-order moment for two-mode coherent states. It follows that the field of the combined mode
of the probe wave and the phase conjugate wave in NDFWM exhibits higher-order squeezing
to all even orders.
The squeeze parameter qN for measuring the degree of Nth-order squeezing is
< (ag,)N > _ < (a_,)N >,.,o_,,,,_, co^.
qN --
< "-'_'tars,IN >,,,o-,,,o_, cob.,
V_I ('|= {o,c'lklL+ t.,=lklL - 2 - -_,c_li_lLta,lktLl N/2-- X.
(27)
(28)
We find that qn is negative, and qn increases with N. This gives out the conclusion that the
degree of higher-order squeezing is greater than that of the second order.
5 Generalized uncertainty relations in NDFWM
/_j can be regarded as a special case of E1 if _ is replaced by 6 + rr/2. Then if _ is chosen to
satisfy 2_b- 01 - 02 = 0, from eq. (25) it foUows that
< (agffi)N >___(_- X)SS_N/'I,,dlklL + ta@lklL + 2 X- -ffiseclklLtanlklLl • (29)
when 0 < IklL < _, the right-hand side is greater than (N - l)!!t2 r¢/2.
From eqs. (26) and (29), we obtain
( 2
< {AJ_i)N >. < (AE,) N >--[(N - I)]!]2[-]N[1 + 4_-isee2lklLtan'lklL] N/2. (30)
gq. (30) shows that < (h/_l) N > and < (a/_s) N > can not be made arbitrarily small
simultaneously. We call eq. (30) the generalized uncertainty relations in NDFWM, and the
right-haatd side is dependent on _, _, N, and Ikl L.
In the degenerate case _4 = _= = fl, _ = 0 from eqs.. (26), (28) and (30) we obtain
< (aE,) _ > = (N- l)_.!nm2l_eelklL- t_.lkiL] jr, (31)
q,, -- [,-IklZ, - tanlklLlN - 1, (a2)
When N = 2,
< (at:,)" >-< ("._,)" >= I(N - x)!!]'. _N.
< (A.G)' > = t_I,eclklL- t,,,IklL] =,
(33)
(34)
q, - [,,el/elL - t,-IklL] ' - 1, (35)
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< (_E,)' >. < (_:,)' >= _' (36)
These results are in agreement with the conclusions in the previous relevant refcrem'es I=ll_l
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